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Textile designer or fashion designers main duty is that to translate a design or pattern of garment
work into an attractive or cost effective garment. The students who are interested in sewing and
tailoring at basic level and know what the techniques for this work may join the textile design
courses.

The students who want to pursue the textile design course after their 12th standard, the studies will
have to draft and drape for the unique textile raw into an attractive dress design. After learning draft
the basic slopes for skirt, casual formal dresses etc. Students develop apparel concepts using
various patterning and draping techniques.

There are many recognized institutes and colleges in India who are offering the textile design
courses after 10+2 grades:-

â€¢	Vogue Institute of Fashion Technology, Bangalore, India

â€¢	ALT Training College, Bangalore, India

â€¢	Amity School of Fashion Technology, Noida - Delhi/NCR, India

â€¢	Apeejay Institute of Design, Delhi/NCR, India

â€¢	Arch Academy of Design, Jaipur, India

After completion of successful bachelor degree course from the recognized instituteâ€™s students can
hunt for their jobs in fashion or entertainment industries. They can also join some paid internship in
some small or branded industries of fashion world while studying in the colleges. The focused
curriculum, talented faculty, and a global network of industry partners like Cotton, Inc. and Disney,
give students the necessary skills to work concurrently while earning their degree. The students who
have passed out from the recognized institutes have been becomes skilled, well-educated
professionals in many MNCâ€™s across the world.

After successfully completion of 12th standard, students from either stream can go for the well paid
jewelry design courses in many reputed and recognized institutes. There are various stages of
jewelry designing courses at professional levels-

- Basic Jewelry Course: It covers basic techniques of jewelry construction; wax modeling; carving;
jewelry design and representation; gemology.

- Advanced Jewelry Course: It includes conceptual exercises; advanced workshop practice;
freehand drawing; goldsmith lab; painting; jewelry history.

- Specialization Course: In the third year program, they emphasis on the creative and intellectual
development, as well as the modification of technical skills. The training is performed with the
dedicated support of expert teachers.

- Other Short-Term Courses: - minimum of 2 weeks up to 3 months can be pursued by those
students who are lacking time and can get small scale jobs with basic certificate in the course.  Two
different types of programs are offered in this regard are technical and conceptual.
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We can conclude some of the famous and recognized institutes who are conducting jewelry design
course are as follows:-

â€¢	Annamalai University, Vadodara

â€¢	J K Diamonds Institute Of Gems & Jewelry, Mumbai

â€¢	The Indian Institute of Gems & jewelry, Mumbai 

â€¢	Sin gem Indiaâ€™s Largest jewelry Institute, Mumbai

â€¢	Universal Diamond Grading institute, Mumbai

In conclusion if you are creative, hardworkingthen both of theses fields are waiting for you for a
better career ahead.
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